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Summary

 In this workbook you will see the various ideas based on giving the restaurant, Oomasa, a new Branding Identity. Using the concept of the Masa Family’s History, 
I wanted to show a bit of Heritage using either a Sword, a Samurai Helmet, or a Koi Fish. The more my ideas went through the process of design, I ended up using the 
Koi Fish because it had a lot more meaning than the others. I used the Koi Fish because it symbolized wealth, good fortune, and courage. Incorporating all of that, the 
Masa Family, in the Shogun Era, gave to the commoners and brought them prosperity. In my design I incorporated both the Koi Fish Mark with a rounded font Logo. The 
signature is placed so that you see the Koi Fish curving around the first “O” in the Logo because it’s pertaining to the phrase, “Big Fish in the Pond”. I incorporated that 
concept so that I could also show how great the Masa Family was in the Past. As for the color variation, I used several tones of blue because the colors of the Masa Fam-
ily were Blue and White. After the signature was created with the selected colors that matched closest to the Masa Family colors, I’ve created variations of the stationary 
package. The end result was to incorporate the feeling of what the inside of the restaurant would be so that it could feel more inviting.
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Design Brief
Project Title:

Background: (Give a brief summary of the company.)

Mission: (What is the mission of the company?)

Goals: (What are the goals of the company?)

The Audience: (Who are you trying to communicate? What do they believe before we tell them anything?)

Branding Project - Oomasa         

To stand out from other competitors within the same vicinity. This restaurant is located in Japanese Village so i’m 
trying to get other people notice or be intrigued in wanting to come to have an authentic Japanese dining experience

A  Japanese restaurant that is family owned by Masaharu Motoyama;  decendent of the Masa Family of the Shogun 
Era. The restaraunt Oomasa is named after one of the two famous Masas (the other named Komasa). In these times,
Oomasa was part of an uno�cial authority headed by Bosses. There were good and bad Bosses. Oomasa was part
of the good Bosses that helped the common people of Japan. 

Gaining more publicity by advertising more and by creating a more modern identity. Also to show heritage inside
the design of the new Logo or Signature.

The audience are people who enjoy premium Japanese cusines as well as enjoying the traditional experience  
while eating.
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The Legend of Oomasa

Before the dawn of the Meiji era, Japan was ruled by the Feudal lords who ruled the various provinces for the Shogun. Each province was 
divided into districts, towns, and villages, each controlled by an appointee of the ruling Lord – to govern, collect taxes and carry out the 
duties of the police.
In additing, there existed another system of uno�cial authority, headed by “Bosses” or “Yakuza”. The “Bosses” controlled the gambling in 
their area, and their strength was based upon the number and corage of their followers. There were good bosses as well as bad bosses. The 
o�cial police shut their eyes to the activities of the good bosses, concentratin their e�orts on the bad. The economics of Japan in that 
period could not operate without the goodwill or sanction of the bosses, good or bad.
In the port city of Shimizu in 1867, a rice merchant named Choogoro Yamamoto decided he would become a “Boss” so that he could help 
the common People. He changed his name to Jirocho, and became known as Jirocho of Shimizu.
Jirocho greatly respected and admired a Samurai named masagoro Yamamoto (no relation to Choogoro), and asked him to join the 
Jirocho group. Masagoro, nicknamed Masa, soon became Jirocho’s top man. Masagoro’s courage and spirit, together with his kindness 
toward the common people. Merchants and those who struggled for existence, soon won him a great fame and honor throughout the 
land. Jirocho came to have 28 in his group, plus many young rookies. This group included another man with the nickname Masa, because 
of his great build and physique, Masagoro was called “OOmasa” and the other Masa Called “Komasa”.
The Legen concludes with the distinction between the two famous Masas:
Oomasa – Big Masa
Komasa – Little Masa
The owner of this establishment is also a Masa – Masaharu Motoyama. When Masaharu created his �rst Sushi Bar in Los Angeles, a name 
was necessary. What could be better than to name it Oomasa after his famous hero.
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To whom it may concern:

I think extremely highly of Hongbin Wu, and therefore it is my great pleasure to write a letter of recommendation on 
his behalf, for entrance into your MBA program.

I have known Hongbin for more than one and a half years. I hired him to work for me as a Research Analyst at 
SRR in July of 1996. SRR is a full-service marketing research firm whose clients are primarily large radio stations 
and other music oriented media companies such as Capital Records, and MTV Networks. My roles at SRR include 
manager of new product development (research products and the software to analyze the results), and internal 
research consultant (sampling methodology and multivariate statistical analysis). In addition, as a member of the 
management team at SRR, I am charged with constantly working to find more efficient, cost-effective means of 
gathering respondent level data and producing our research products. Since joining SRR as a Senior Research 
Analyst, and more recently as Manager of Research and Development, Hongbin has been a major weapon in my 
arsenal of tools for accomplishing these tasks.

Hongbin is a creative and original thinker. He has native intelligence, great curiosity about people and ideas, and 
plenty of common sense that he has applied to solving many problems at SRR. In addition, he has demonstrated 
excellent powers of observation, and an ability to communicate and suggest change in effective but non-
threatening ways. To illustrate…

Early on, Hongbin was assigned to an important research project as a fill-in Project Manager. In this role he was 
responsible for the technical aspects of creating a computer-based survey questionnaire (from one given to him by 
our client services department), monitoring the telephone data collection process, and completing the data 
processing and analysis of the survey results.

From the beginning of this assignment, Hongbin began to re-define our expectations of a good project manager. 
He started by participating in discussions with the client and suggesting and implementing several changes to the 
script that shortened its length and clarified the instructions to respondents. Without prompting or precedence he 
spent several days working odd hours, observing and monitoring interviewers and supervisors as they began to 
field this 2000 person study. Within a few days he had shortened and clarified the script even more - removing 
redundant questions, collapsing multiple questions into one, and improving the flow from question to question and 
screen-to-screen - all to the great praise of both interviewers and the director of our phone center. He had also 
observed something about a particular aspect of the interviewing process that was common to all surveys at SRR. 
He wrote a memo to several managers outlining his proposed change in methodology that clearly demonstrated 
the value of his idea: an annual cost reduction of close to $50,000. At the end of the project, he wrote a several 
page critique of our interviewing and supervisory staff. He described the characteristics and skills employed by the 
best interviewers he'd observed and made suggestions for how these skills could be taught to the entire staff. His 
recommendations were well received and soon implemented by the very manager whose staff was being critiqued; 
such was the value of his contribution and the skill and sensitivity with which he presented his ideas.

In processing the survey results, Hongbin also quickly learned to use several advanced statistical techniques 
including Cluster Analysis and Discriminant Analysis with which he had only a passing knowledge prior to the 
project.

Sincerely,

Mark Peterman
Vice President
SRR
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100 Japanese Village Plz.
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Oomasa Jacket

Silko 25

Name: Socrates Torres
File: Jacket Product Oomasa
Instructor: Andrea Micallef
Company: Oomasa
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Name: Socrates Torres 
File: Hat Product Oomasa
Instructor: Andrea Micallef
Company: Oomasa
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Conclusion

In this project, i’ve encountered many obstacles. In the beginning, my vision was to make this company seem a little more high end rather than their image they have 
now. In the stationary package, I wanted to use a blue foil emboss for their business card. Since this company was on a shorter budget, I created another effect to 
diminish the printing cost. On each piece of the stationary package, I used the concept of creating a inviting feeling that’s relaxing and enjoyable by using Bamboo 
texture. Since the inside of the restaurant had Bamboo floors, walls, and Tables, I put it with the stationary package. On each piece, instead of screening and overalp-
ping the bamboo textture, I printed it at 100% of it’s tone on the opposite side so that you could gain the screened effect on the front. In addition to diminishing the 
printing cost, I only used a one color process at different tones on certain areas. I’ve also learned about how much other papers cost and the different feel certain types 
of paper can give without having a design on it. The paper I chose was a creamy off-white color that had a transparent texture that represented the Bamboo inside the 
restaurant. I have also started learning to force myself to think outside the box when creating designs, because when i first started this project, i was stuck on just in-
corporating Chop Sticks since they serve fish and sushi. Although it is true, i felt that showing Heritage would be a stronger design because it let’s tourists or any other 
people in the public learn about something and having a whole experience of Japanese Culture rather than eating at random Japanese restaurants. 




